The purpose of this paper is to give a formula for computing the spectral radius of a direct integral of operators from the numerical radius of its integrand. The direct sum of operators is a special case of our theorem. An example is given where our theorem cannot be applied.
and A, a direct integral of operators A(s) on H(s); A = f © A(s)dß(s). J 2 For general theory of the direct integral, readers should confer with [l] ,or [3] .
1. We shall denote three quantities by p = /i-ess. sup.||^4(j)|| ; w = /*-ess. sup. w(A(s)); and r = ¿i-ess. sup. r(A(s)).
Theorem. If any two of the three quantities p, w and r are equal, then the spectral radius r(A) of A is equal to w.
The theorem will follow by a standard argument after establishing the following lemma.
Lemma. w(A)=u-ess.
sup. w(A(s))=w.
Proof. Let <p=J2 0<j>(s)dp(s) be an arbitrary unit vector in H. The lemma will be completed if we can prove that w(A) is not strictly less than w. To this end, we let {A":w = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,N0} be the family of the disjoint dimension sets for the direct integral Hubert spaces H(s) so that for all 5 in A", the Hubert space H(s) can be identified with a fixed Hubert space Hn (cf. [3] ). Suppose that there were a constant K satisfying w(A) <K<w. Then at least one of the dimension sets A" must contain a measurable subset S with 0<n(S) < » such that, for some unit vector xEHn, the function s->(^4 {s)x, x) is measurable and | (A(s)x, x)\ >K for all 5 in S. Since ß is a regular = \f (e»<>A(s)4>(s),<b(s))dp s fe-J Re(e*°A(s)<l>(s), 4>(s))dp There an easy calculation shows that r(A) =£. But w(A)>\.
By our theorem, ït»(^4) =<= |j-<41j, because otherwise r(A)=w(A).
Hence we have just established a non-quasi-nilpotent which is a direct sum of nilpotents with r<w<p.
